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Abstract

In this paper we present a new and efficient method to implement robust smoothing

of low-level signal features: B-spline channel smoothing. This method consists of three

steps: encoding of the signal features into channels, averaging of the channels, and

decoding of the channels. We show that linear smoothing of channels is equivalent

to robust smoothing of the signal features if we make use of quadratic B-splines to

generate the channels. The linear decoding from B-spline channels allows the derivation

of a robust error norm, which is very similar to Tukey’s biweight error norm. We

compare channel smoothing with three other robust smoothing techniques: non-linear

diffusion, bilateral filtering, and mean-shift filtering, both theoretically, and on a 2D

orientation-data smoothing task. Channel smoothing is found to be superior in four

respects: it has a lower computational complexity, it is easy to implement, it chooses

the global minimum error instead of the nearest local minimum, and it can also be

used on non-linear spaces, such as orientation space.

Index Terms

robust smoothing, channel representation, diffusion filtering, bilateral filtering, mean-

shift, B-spline, orientation smoothingrobust smoothing, channel representation, diffu-

sion filtering, bilateral filtering, mean-shift, B-spline, orientation smoothing

I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to derive and to investigate channel smoothing based on B-splines

as a new way to implement robust smoothing of low-level signal features with the focus on

image processing and computer vision applications. By signal features we mean dense estimates

of model parameters based on measured signals, for instance the gray level of an image, the

local orientation field of a multi-dimensional signal, the disparity map between two images, or

the flow field of an image sequence. The method is, however, much more general and can be

applied to any kind of regularly sampled parameter space.

Robust smoothing is based on a robust error norm and is often preferable compared to linear

smoothing, i.e., optimization based on the L2-norm. Least-squares optimization is much more
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sensitive to outliers and cannot deal with stochastic processes containing non-stationary parts.

Features of real images and image sequences typically contain outliers and discontinuities.

Applying least-squares optimization to these features therefore suffers from two effects: First,

outliers result in an offset of the estimate. Second, the data on both sides of a discontinuity (e.g.

an edge) are treated as if they belong to the same stochastic process, yielding a blurring of the

discontinuity. Robust smoothing, however, is well suited for processing noisy features, since it

neglects outliers and preserves discontinuities for an appropriate choice of the error norm [1].

The main drawback of robust smoothing is the high computational complexity of its evaluation.

It is usually implemented as an iterative algorithm to find local solutions (e.g. diffusion filtering

[2], bilateral filtering [3], [4]1, mean-shift [9], [10], [11]), since the underlying optimization prob-

lem is non-convex. Concerning computational complexity, least-squares methods are preferable,

since they are equivalent to solving a linear problem. Hence, the simplicity and effectiveness

of the least-squares solution often misleads developers of signal processing algorithms to use

least-squares optimization although robust techniques are more appropriate to the problem.

In this paper we present a method to implement robust smoothing which avoids the high

computational complexity of the methods known in the literature: Channel smoothing [12], [13].

Let us introduce the idea of channel smoothing by a simple example, channel smoothing of a

1D scalar signal f(x). The method consists of three steps:

1) encoding of a signal into N channels,

2) smoothing of each channel separately, and

3) decoding of the channels into a 1D signal.

The encoding step then assigns channel weights cn(x) to signal values f(x) (compare Fig. 1,

where dot sizes correspond to sample values of cn(x)):

cn(x) = Fn(f(x)) n = 1, . . . , N ,

where the lower index n indicates the channel number and Fn is an encoding function. This

function Fn has its single maximum at f = n, decays when |f !n| becomes larger, and Fn = 0,

if |f !n| > b, where b is some upper bound given by the encoding function. The decoding step

1Bilateral filtering is equivalent to the non-linear Gaussian filter in [5], [6], [7] and the SUSAN noise filtering technique [8].
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Fig. 1. Channel smoothing of a 1D signal. Top: the signal (solid line) and its channel representation (dots). Bottom: the

averaged channels (dots) and the decoded signal (solid line). The dots are located at (xs, n), where xs are samples of x. The

sizes of the dots indicate the channel values, i.e., the sample values cn(xs).

is essentially the inverse of the encoding:

f̃(x) = F̃ (c1(x), . . . , cN(x)) .

Thus, encoding followed by decoding yields identity f̃(x) = f(x). If the signal is altered

(e.g. smoothed) in-between encoding and decoding, things are less simple. In Fig. 1 top, for

a given sample position xs there is one value f(xs) encoded in three neighboring channels.

Averaging each channel yields the result in Fig. 1 bottom, where close to the discontinuity,

six or more channels are non-zero. In those points the channel representation contains multiple

modes2 (compare Fig. 2, where the situation for a fixed location xs is depicted). As we see there,

we have to decide if we decode the left or right portion of the signal via a decoding window. This

corresponds to robust statistics, where the non-used data is rejected as outliers. Using the full

data without a decoding window simply returns an average value, i.e. no robustness is obtained.

2Multiple modes also occur when multiple signals (e.g. from multiple measurements) are encoded in the same channels.
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n

cn mode 1mode 2

Fig. 2. Two possible modes obtained by local decoding.

The proposed implementation of robust smoothing simplifies and speeds up the computation

significantly, without introducing relevant inaccuracies. Evidently, this approach is not restricted

to 1D signals, nor is it restricted to scalar-valued features, but vector-valued features and new

specific properties arising for nD signals (e.g. anisotropic averaging of the channels [14]) are

beyond the scope of this paper.

In what follows, we consider nD feature functions as nD surfaces in an (n + 1)D space,3

e.g., the local orientation of an image forms a surface in 3D space. Therefore, we implicitly

assume labeled-line coding [16] of the data. In order to generate a tractable data volume, the

(n + 1)D space is filtered and subsampled along the feature dimension. As a result, a stack of

nD signals, the channels, are obtained (the first step, encoding). The channel set is called the

channel representation [17], [18], [16] of the feature data, which resembles population coding

[19] from computational neurobiology.

In the second step (smoothing), each channel is convolved separately with an averaging kernel,

e.g. a Gaussian kernel. In the third step (decoding), the resulting channel representation is reduced

to intensity coding again, i.e., the smoothed feature map. If the decoding was a linear method,

all three steps could be combined in a single linear operator. However, since we are aiming at

a robust non-linear technique, we apply local decoding.

Previous decoding methods [20], [21] do not lead to a result that is equivalent to robust

smoothing in general. Their output shows systematic distortions depending on the absolute

positions of the channel centers. This quantization effect of the channel representation can be

avoided by an appropriate decoding which is also a topic of this paper. As a consequence, the

3This is basically the same idea as in the Beltrami framework [15].
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channel smoothing method presented in this paper is equivalent to robust smoothing.

The paper is organized as follows:

In Sect. II we motivate a spline approximation of the robust error norm and its influence

function through constraints on locality, linearity, simplicity, and stability. Requiring minimal

curvature of the error norm singles out cubic B-splines for the error norm and quadratic B-

splines for the influence function. A brief introduction to spline approximations is given.

In Sect. III we introduce the quadratic B-spline channel representation, its encoding and local

decoding. Averaging the channels leads to properties known from robust smoothing. However,

the output suffers from a quantization effect which is avoided by the virtual shift decoding

scheme.

In Sect. IV we relate channel smoothing to three other approaches which implement robust

smoothing: non-linear diffusion [22], [23], bilateral filtering [5], [24], and the mean-shift ap-

proach [11]. In the comparisons, we address outlier suppression and computational complexity

on a theoretical level and the accuracy of the robust estimates on an experimental level.

The paper ends with a concluding section, acknowledgments, and references.

II. B-SPLINE APPROXIMATION OF A ROBUST ERROR NORM

In the first part of this section, we motivate our choice of a B-spline robust error norm

approximation by formulating several practical constraints. In the second part, we give a brief

introduction to B-spline interpolation and explain how to approximate general robust error norms.

Finally, the approximation of the corresponding influence functions is derived.

A. Why Using B-Splines?

The choice of approximation method for robust smoothing is not uniquely determined and

to some extent heuristic. However, there are several practical considerations that clearly favor

B-spline interpolation. In particular:

1) The approximation should be linear in order to allow the derivation of general theorems.

2) The approximation should be local, since we want to minimize the number of memory

accesses.

3) The approximation should be simple, i.e., it should contain few coefficients, since all

subsequent computations must be applied to the coefficients.
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4) The approximation should be smooth and non-oscillating, in order to result in a stable

method.

The linearity constraint implies that we have to use a linear transform (e.g. Fourier transform,

power series, etc.). Taking into account the second constraint, all global transformations are

excluded. The remaining possible methods include local linear transforms, in particular (certain)

wavelet transforms and all kinds of piecewise defined power series. The local Fourier transform

is excluded, since we require locality in a strict sense, i.e., compact support.

The constraint of a minimum number of coefficients implies that the piecewise defined power

series is reduced to a piecewise defined polynomial approximation, i.e., a spline approximation.

Requiring smoothness for a wavelet transform with finite support is best fulfilled in case of

Daubechies wavelets ([25], Sect. 2.4). However, their order of smoothness grows much slower

than that of splines (factor 5, [25], pg. 173), that means more coefficients are required for an

approximation than in the case of splines. Hence, minimizing the number of coefficients excludes

wavelets as a choice.

Finally, in order to have the least possible oscillations in the approximation, we use cubic

splines, since these have minimum curvature in curvilinear coordinates [26]. In what follows,

we therefore make use of cubic B-splines in order to approximate robust error norms. For

obtaining compact support, the robust error norms have to converge to a constant value for

large arguments. Furthermore, they must be zero for argument zero. These properties have to be

fulfilled by the approximation as well, i.e., for certain points the approximation must be exact.

Therefore, we do not use the B-spline approximation method [27] but the B-spline interpolation

method to approximate the error norm.

B. B-Spline Interpolation

Function interpolation with B-splines4 is a well-known technique [29], [27]. Therefore, we

just summarize the required definitions of centralized5 B-spline interpolation with unit distance

henceforth.

4In the literature the term ’B-spline’ is used in different contexts. Sometimes the whole linear combination of coefficients

and basis functions is called a B-spline (’B’ like Bézier?) [28] and sometimes B-spline indicates only the basis function (’B’

for basis) [27]. Throughout this paper we make use of the second alternative.

5Centralized B-splines are symmetric about zero.
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!2 !1 0 1 2
0

0.5

1
degree 3
degree 2
degree 1
degree 0

Fig. 3. B-spline basis functions of degree zero to three.

The B-spline of degree k " 0, cf. also Fig. 3, is defined by6

B0(f) = !(f) (1)

Bk(f) = (B0 # Bk!1)(f) =
k + 2f + 1

2k
Bk!1(f +

1

2
) +

k ! 2f + 1

2k
Bk!1(f !

1

2
) (2)

where !(f) is the rectangle function [30], pg. 52, and # denotes the convolution operator. The

B-spline interpolation of a function P (f) is obtained by a linear combination of integer shifted

B-splines:

P (f) $
!

n"Z

!nBk(f ! n) . (3)

In practice this sum is finite and without loss of generality we can assume that n is an integer

in [1, N ], such that (k + 1)/2 and N ! (k ! 1)/2 are the bounds of the approximation interval.

We obtain other approximation intervals by a simple scaling and shift of the origin.

The linear coefficients !n are obtained by recursive filtering [27] or equivalently by solving

the N ! k + 1 interpolation conditions

P (m) =
N

!

n=1

!nBk(m ! n) (4)

for all m % (k + 1)/2 + [0, N ! k]. The number of unknowns is N , and hence, we need k ! 1

boundary conditions in order to obtain a unique solution.

In what follows, we consider optimization problems where the error functional

E(f0) =

"

"(f ! f0)pdf(f) df = (" # pdf)(f0) (5)

6Since we apply the B-splines to (stochastic) signals f(x) below, we use f as the argument in this section. Furthermore, the

spatial argument x is omitted if it is not relevant.
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shall be minimized. In this functional, "(·) denotes the robust error norm and pdf(f) is the

probability density function of f . Since we want to approximate the robust error norm "(·) with

minimum curvature, we choose k = 3, i.e., cubic splines, and therefore need two boundary

conditions. Assuming that the robust error norm is non-constant only on a finite interval, which

is the case for many norms (e.g. truncated quadratic, Tukey’s biweight, GNC function, Hampel’s

function, and Andrew’s sine) [31], the approximation interval is equal to that non-constant part

of the norm. Furthermore, the approximation should have zero slope at the boundary, which

results in the condition "# = 0 at both boundaries.

For error norms that only converge toward a constant value, without reaching it, one has

to truncate the error norm at a certain point. The boundary conditions are then given by the

derivative of the norm at the boundaries.7

C. Approximation of the Influence Function

At a minimum (mode) of the error functional (5), its derivative must vanish:

0 =
#E(f0)

#f0

#

#

#

#

f0=fm

= !
"

"#(f ! fm)pdf(f) df = !($ # pdf)(fm) . (6)

The derivative of the error norm $(·) = "#(·) is called the influence function of the robust

optimization problem [31]. Knowing the cubic approximation of the robust error norm, this

influence function is obtained by exploiting the derivative theorem of B-splines [27]:

B#
k(f) = Bk!1(f +

1

2
) ! Bk!1(f !

1

2
) . (7)

The derivative can be computed from splines with degree k ! 1 shifted by ±1
2 . It is therefore

straightforward to extract a quadratic approximation of the influence function from the approx-

imated error norm:

$(f) = "#(f) $

$

N
!

n=1

!nB3(f ! n)

%#

=
N

!

n=1

!n(B2(f ! n +
1

2
) ! B2(f ! n !

1

2
))

= !1B2(f !
1

2
) ! !NB2(f ! N !

1

2
) +

N! 1
2

!

n!= 3
2

(!n!+ 1
2
! !n!! 1

2
)B2(f ! n#) .

7To obtain the minimum curvature property, it is necessary to have the same derivative at both boundaries [32].
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Since the first two terms do not influence the approximation result in the approximation interval

[2, N ! 1], we obtain an ordinary quadratic B-spline with coefficients

!#
n = !n+ 1

2
! !n! 1

2
n % [1.5, N ! 0.5] . (8)

For least-squares estimates, the influence function is simply identity ($(f) = "#(f) = f ),

which means that we obtain a unique solution to minimizing the error (5) (convex problem).

However in general, robust error norms lead to several local minima (i.e., zeros from (6)). These

must be compared, and the smallest one must be chosen to obtain the global minimum error. This

procedure is straightforward in the context of B-spline influence functions, and is the subject of

the following section.

III. QUADRATIC B-SPLINE CHANNELS

In this section we introduce the quadratic B-spline channel representation. The encoding is

formulated in Sec. III-A, the locally linear decoding in Sec. III-B. The latter leads to a particular

robust error norm and influence function (see Sec. III-C), which are approximated by the decoding

scheme. The difference can be explained in terms of a quantization effect (see Sec. III-D) and

can be compensated for by the virtual shift decoding scheme (see Sec. III-E).

A. Encoding B-Spline Channels

The quadratic B-spline approximation of the influence function from Sec. II-C will be used

to compute robust means (solutions to (5)). Notice that the knots of the B-splines (i.e., samples

in the feature domain) are independent of the spatial position such that the B-spline values

can be efficiently computed knot-wise for all positions. This computational scheme leads to

(sparse) vectors of B-spline values at every spatial position. These can be considered as a channel

representation [17] of the feature map, since the quadratic B-splines fulfill the requirements for

a channel basis:

1) they have compact support (locality)

2) they are smooth (continuously differentiable)

3) they are non-negative (monopolarity)

4) they add to one (constant L1-norm).
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Consequently, the quadratic B-spline channel representation of a bounded signal f(x) % [1.5, N!

0.5] is given by the encoding into N channels

cn(f ;x) = B2(f(x) ! n) n = 1 . . .N . (9)

At each position x the N channel values cn(f) form a channel vector c(f) = (c1(f), . . . , cN(f))T .

A signal f(x) that is bounded to the range [A, B] is transformed as

f̃(x) =
N ! 2

B ! A
(f(x) ! A) + 1.5 ,

such that its range lies in [1.5, N ! 0.5] before it can be encoded into channels.

One advantage of the channel representation is its flexibility with respect to the topology of

the feature space to be encoded. The channel representation is not restricted to Euclidean spaces.

It can be applied to any regularly sampled space. Hence, periodic domains like the unit circle,

e.g., 2D orientation data, are encoded in basically the same way as described above. The only

difference is that the two basis functions close to the lower bound are actually the same as those

close to the upper bound. As such, we have to add them in two single channels:

c
.
= [c1 + cN!1 c2 + cN c3 c4 . . . cN!2]

T . (10)

Although the channel representation of a deterministic signal is just a matter of coding strategy,

the situation changes for stochastic signals. In this case, the channel vector at a position x is

related to the probability density function (pdf) of the generating stochastic process at position

x (see also [33] for the case of population codes). Averaging the elements of the channel vector

is equivalent to sampling a kernel density estimate with kernel B2. The expectation value of the

kernel density estimate is (B2 # pdf)(f) [34], and hence, we obtain

E

&

!

x

cn(f ;x)

'

= (B2 # pdf)(f)
#

#

#

f=n
. (11)

Decoding the channel representation means extracting the modes of this kernel density estimate

(11). In general, this is done using the coefficients !#
n from (8). However, in practical applications,

it is useful to have as few non-zero coefficients as possible in order to reduce the computational

complexity. A plausible strategy to reduce the number of coefficients while maintaining a correct

decoding is to use a similar robust error norm that requires fewer coefficients. Changing the error

norm does not effect the results of the optimization significantly unless the penalty functions are

too different, see Sect. III-C, page 16.
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B. Decoding via a Decoding Window

It can easily be verified that a possible B-spline channel decoding is obtained by the following

linear interpolation [21]:

f =
N

!

n=1

ncn(f) . (12)

This decoding is global, i.e., the corresponding error norm is quadratic, not robust. In order to

introduce robustness, we may reduce the sum to a reasonable range; in other words, we apply a

decoding window to the coefficients. Unperturbed B-spline channel vectors, corresponding to a

single value, contain only three adjacent non-zero values. Consequently, a decoding window of

width three, placed around a suitable channel n0, is the minimum choice of width.

After processing (spatial averaging), a channel vector often contains more than three non-zero

values. This is either due to noise, or due to multiple valued signals and larger decoding windows

might be considered. The choice of the reconstruction window is inherently heuristic, since all

sizes " 3 are correct for unperturbed channels and all finite windows lead to robust behavior.

The appropriate window width depends on the respective application, the data to be processed,

and the number of channels.

For minimum computational effort, the reconstruction window has to be as small as possible

(width 3). Changing the degree of robustness of the method, i.e. changing the width of the error

norm, is therefore not done by changing the reconstruction window, but by changing the number

of channels. For noisy data, this means that the appropriate number of channels depends on

the (Gaussian) noise variance %N of the data. For simplicity assume that a window of width

three results in an outlier rejection starting from ±1 channels around the channel closest to the

estimated mean. In order to reject no more than 5% of the inlier samples, the distance between

two channels must be greater than 4%n.

For general, perturbed channel vectors, the channel values inside the decoding window do not

sum up to one and therefore the coefficients in the window must be normalized before decoding:

fn0
=

(n0+1
n=n0!1 ncn(f)

(n0+1
n=n0!1 cn(f)

=
cn0+1(f) ! cn0!1(f)

cn0!1(f) + cn0
(f) + cn0+1(f)

+ n0 . (13)

For periodic domains, the channel vector has to be extended at both ends as [cN c c1]T before

(13) is applied. After the decoding, the result has to be mapped to the correct interval by a

modulo operation (and possibly a scaling).
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Fig. 4. Schematic overview of channel smoothing. The signal is encoded according to (9) and decoded according to (13) or

(30).

The window center n0 can be chosen in various ways, most of them being quite ad hoc.

A common method is to search for the maximum of the denominator in (13), i.e., the largest

windowed sum of channel values [20].8

C. Channel Smoothing and Robust Estimation

As pointed out in the introduction, we consider channel smoothing in this paper, i.e., the

channels that are obtained from the encoding are linearly averaged before being decoded, see

Fig. 4. Channel smoothing applied to the gray values of an image results in a method for image

enhancement or denoising, see Fig. 5 c). Note that this is an experiment on the simplest type

of signal feature, i.e., its intensity. In our main experiment in Sect. IV-C, we present the results

for a more complex signal feature, namely the orientation field.

Smoothing the channels with a linear filter is equivalent to averaging the original signal feature

(here: the signal itself) if, and only if, the signal is smooth enough that no channel values are

outside the decoding window (see Sect. III-D). If the signal is sufficiently smooth, the decoding

formulae (12) and (13) are equivalent since no non-zero channel values are neglected in (13)

and the denominator is one. Hence, we obtain by linearity (where h(x) is the smoothing kernel):

n0(x)+1
!

n=n0(x)!1

n(h # cn(f))(x) = (h # f)(x) .

8In this paper we only address the decoding of one encoded value. Indeed, the channel representation can be used to represent

and to process multiple values. In this case, the signal must be decoded at all local maxima of the windowed sum [20].
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a) b) c) d)

e) f) g) h)

Fig. 5. Experiment on gray value smoothing. a) Original image, downsampled to 256x256, crop area 181x181. b) Cropped

image with added Gaussian noise ! = 2% and 1% Salt & Pepper noise, SNR 8dB. c) Result from channel smoothing, 9 channels

and binomial filter of width 7x7. d) Robust error (5), white=0, black= 23

24
. e) Diffusion result, scale for structure estimation: 1,

scaling of gray levels (see [35], (2)): 20, timestep: 0.24, iterations: 8. f) Diffusivity of result in the range from 0 (black) to 1

(white). g) Result from mean-shift filtering, parameters hs = 3.09, hr = 0.29. h) Result from bilateral filtering, parameters

!s = 1.5 (with a support of width 11) and !r = 0.3.

If the signal is not sufficiently smooth, the decoding from the smoothed channels is no longer

identical to the averaged signal. However, if the deviation from the smoothness constraint

is small, the difference between the decoding and the averaged signal is also small. This

difference increases with the deviation from the smoothness condition until the signal contains

a discontinuity. In this case, the channel smoothing results in a totally different result to that of

averaging the signal. The channel smoothing does not smooth discontinuities, i.e., non-stationary

signal parts. This is a correct behavior since it is only sensible (from a stochastic point of view)

to smooth stationary signals.

This behavior can be formalized by means of robust statistics. Assume that decoding the sum

of the channels of m signal samples results in the value n0. Further assume that n0 is a channel
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Fig. 6. Influence function of channel smoothing according to (14). The solid part is linear.

center. If we add the channels of another data sample, the reconstruction value will change

according to a certain function. The latter is obtained from the decoding formula (13), which

results in a linear combination of B-splines, see Fig. 6. This function is linear at the origin and

becomes zero for large arguments, i.e., it can be considered as a robust influence function.

This effective influence function of channel smoothing can be computed analytically from the

formulae (9) and (13) under the assumption of an infinite number of samples (m & ').9 Shifting

the origin by n0, we obtain the following result (see also Fig. 6):

$(f) = B2(f ! 1) ! B2(f + 1) =

)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

+

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

,

!B2(f + 1) f % (!2.5,!0.5]

f f % (!0.5, 0.5]

B2(f ! 1) f % (0.5, 2.5]

0 otherwise.

(14)

Integrating the influence function yields the robust error norm [31], where we have to add an

offset such that the error norm is zero for f = 0:

"(f) =

" f

!$

$(f #) df # !
" 0

!$

$(f #) df # . (15)

Substituting (14) and applying the integration theorem on splines [27] yields

9More formally, this computation is done in expectation-value sense, as it is common for approximation schemes of robust

estimation.
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Fig. 7. Error norm of channel smoothing according to (16). The solid part is quadratic.

"(f) = !B3(f +
1

2
) ! B3(f !

1

2
) + 2B3(

1

2
)

and substituting (2) results in

"(f) =

)

*

*

*

*

+

*

*

*

*

,

f2

2 |f | ( 0.5

23
24 !

5!2|f |
6 B2(|f |! 1) ! B2(f) 0.5 < |f | < 2.5

23
24 otherwise.

(16)

The error norm is plotted in Fig. 7. Channel smoothing corresponds to a minimization of (5)

with error norm (16) if f0 lies at a discrete channel position n0. The restriction f0 = n0 is

avoided by applying the virtual shift decoding (see below).

In [31], the authors present a method for converting a robust estimator into the penalty function

of a line process. The penalty function is an important tool to compare different robust estimators

and similar penalty functions imply a similar performance in application. In Fig. 8 we compare

the penalty functions corresponding to the error norm (16) (for calculation see [35]) and Tukey’s

biweight (see [31]). As can be seen, the penalty functions do not differ qualitatively and in [31]

it is claimed that the exact formulation of the influence function is not critical as long as the

penalty function has a similar shape. Hence, the influence function (14) can be used instead of

other, similar influence functions (e.g. Tukey, MFT, Leclerc, Geman & McClure).

D. Quantization Effects in Decoding

The decoding method introduced in III-B ensures that unperturbed channel vectors are decoded

correctly. However, if the channel vector corresponds to a smoothed pdf estimate, the decoding
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Fig. 8. Penalty functions of channel smoothing (solid) and of Tukey’s biweight (dashed, rescaled).
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Fig. 9. Influence of the finite window on the decoding (see Fig. 10). We have generated the depicted channel representation by

adding the channel representations of two linear functions. The channel values are indicated by the size of the dots. The gray

boxes indicate the positions of the decoding window selected by the maximum denominator of (13). x = 0, 1: all values are

inside the window; the decoded signal is the linear average. x = 2, 3, 4: small values are outside the window; the reconstructed

signal is close to the linear average. x = 5, 6, 7: large values are outside the window and the window is not centered to one

maximum; the reconstructed signal is somewhere in between a linear and a robust average. x = 8, 9, 10: the window covers

only the channel values of one of the original functions; the reconstructed signal is equal to the stronger original function.

Additionally requiring the center value of the window being a local maximum results in the black rectangles. Three positions

change: The signal deviates earlier from the average, once in the wrong direction (4) and twice in the right direction (6,7).

only results in a correct result (according to (6)) if the mode is located at a channel center. In

the general case, it might lead to some non-appropriate averaging, cf. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The

exact behavior depends on the pdf and the channel distance.

As can be seen in Fig. 10, the decoding (13) results in values that depend on the absolute

position of the channel centers. In the following, we refer to this effect as the quantization effect

of channel smoothing. Whereas in Fig. 10 we considered the results from adding the channel
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Fig. 10. Functions corresponding to Fig. 9. The two linear functions correspond to the considered channel representation,

where the steeper one has slightly stronger channel values (10%). The solid non-linear function is the decoded signal obtained

from (13) with the maximum denominator choice for n0. The dotted curve is obtained by choosing n0 being a local maximum.

The dashed curve is the decoded signal from the virtual shift decoding. The gray curve is the true mode of the kernel density

estimate.

representations of two functions, it is more realistic to look at the decoding of channels which

are averaged over the spatial domain, see Fig. 11.

The quantization effect occurs, since according to (13), the influence function is always

centered at a certain channel n0 instead of being centered at the robust mean f0. By choosing the

optimal decoding window, we can ensure that n0 is the integer closest to f0, but the remaining

deviation f0 ! n0 causes the quantization effect.

E. Suppressing Quantization Effects: Virtual Shift Decoding

The basic approach to removing the quantization effect is to apply a virtual shift to the

decoding window such that it is centered at the true robust mean. The proper shift, i.e., f0 !n0,

is obtained by virtually shifting the error norm according to the channel data. In order to compute

the shifted error, we interpolate the channel vector using quadratic B-splines. The interpolation

is obtained by computing new B-spline coefficients using recursive filters [27]. The required

filter is obtained by inverting the z-transform of the sampled quadratic B-spline:

B2(n) =
1

8

)

*

*

*

*

+

*

*

*

*

,

6 if n = 0

1 if |n| = 1

0 otherwise

z)
1

8
(z + 6 + z!1) .
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Fig. 11. Channel smoothing of a noisy 1D signal (top left) using ten channels. The channel positions are given by the indexes

on the vertical axis. The horizontal axis is the time axis. Averaging each channel with a Gaussian kernel (! = 5) results in a

reduced amount of noise (top right). Further increasing the kernel width to ! = 50 results in a noise free signal, which however

suffers from the quantization effect (lower left). The quantization effect is less visible here than in Fig. 10, the function is just

slightly over-attracted by the channel centers. This results in sudden changes from one sample to the next if the true mode lies

close to the middle between two channels. Due to the higher sampling rate in this example, these changes appear as vertical

jumps. The virtual shift decoding results in a noise free signal without showing the quantization effect (lower right).

Taking the inverse results in

B!1
2 (n)

z)
8

z + 6 + z!1
= 8

-

1

1 ! z1z!1

.-

!z1

1 ! z1z

.

(17)

where z1 = 2
*

2!3. The new channel coefficients c# are hence obtained by two recursive filters

in both directions:

c+
n = cn + z1c

+
n!1, (n = 2, . . . , N) (18)

c!n = z1(c
!
n+1 ! c+

n ), (n = N ! 1, . . . , 1) (19)

c#n = 8c!n . (20)

It is sensible to assume that all channel values with n /% 1, . . . , N are zero. Therefore, the initial

conditions are set such that

c+
1 = c1 (21)

c!N =
z1

z2
1 ! 1

c+
N . (22)
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For periodic domains the initial conditions are different. Instead of recursive filtering we apply

the DFT (implemented as a FFT) to obtain the interpolation coefficients. This is possible since

the coefficients in (4) form a circulant matrix for periodic channels and they are obtained as

DFTN (c##) = 8(DFTN ([6 1 0 . . . 0 1]N ))!1DFTN (c) , (23)

where DFTN denotes the N-point DFT along the channel index. The new channel vector c
##

must be extended at both ends according to

c
# = [c##N!1 c##N c

##T c##1 c##2]
T

in order to process it further as if it was non-periodic.

Sampling the continuous function

p(f) =
N

!

n=1

c#nB2(f ! n) (24)

results in the original channel vector c again, i.e., p(f) is a proper interpolation of the channel

vector. However, the interpolation coefficients c#n might become negative and are therefore not

a valid channel representation and cannot be considered as samples of a pdf. As a consequence,

the interpolated function p(f) might also contain (slightly) negative regions.10 The potentially

negative coefficients are due to the missing band-limitation of the empirical density that is used

to build-up the channel vector. The B-splines are not ideal low-pass filters, and hence, high

frequency components in the empirical density cause aliasing. In the case of aliasing, however,

the samples of the B2-filtered pdf are not identical to the discrete convolution of the sampled

pdf and the sampled B-spline. Inverse filtering of the channel vector therefore leads to a discrete

signal different from the sampled pdf and in particular potentially negative.

From (11) we know that the channel vector corresponds to the sampled, smoothed pdf, and

therefore, we get the approximation p(f) $ (B2 # pdf)(f). Using this function p(f) and the

influence function of a virtually shifted decoding window, we are hence looking for the zeros of

($ # pdf)(f0) = ((B2(·! 1) ! B2(· + 1)) # pdf)(f0) $ p(f0 ! 1) ! p(f0 + 1) (25)

10Non-negative coefficients c!n imply a non-negative function p(f).
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and therefore, assuming that |f0 ! n0| ( 0.5 (i.e., the robust mean lies closest to channel n0),

we obtain

0 = p(& + n0 ! 1) ! p(& + n0 + 1) =
N

!

n=1

c#n(B2(& + n0 ! n ! 1) ! B2(& + n0 ! n + 1))

=
n0+1
!

n=n0!1

(c#n!1 ! c#n+1)B2(& + n0 ! n) ,

where f0!n0 = & indicates the virtual shift. This expression11 boils down to a quadratic equation

0 = '&2 + µ& + ( with (26)

' = (c#n0!2 ! 2c#n0!1 + 2c#n0+1 ! c#n0+2)/2 (27)

µ = (!c#n0!2 + 2c#n0
! c#n0+2)/2 (28)

( = (c#n0!2 + 6c#n0!1 ! 6c#n0+1 ! c#n0+2)/8 (29)

such that the minimum of the error corresponds to

& =
!µ/2 +

/

µ2/4 ! ('

'
. (30)

Solutions where |&| > 1/2 must be excluded, since they are located outside the unit interval

around n0. For valid solutions of &, the decoded robust mean is given by f0 = n0 + &. For

periodic domains, the correct values are obtained by an additional modulo operation.

The question arises, ”what is the proper choice of n0 in this context?” There surely exist

several heuristics to reduce the number of candidates to a few or even one, but from a general

point of view we have to compute &0 = &(n0) for all n0. After excluding invalid solutions, we

obtain several local minima of the error function. For each of these we have to compute the

robust error (5):

E(n0) =(" # pdf)(n0 + &0) =

-0

23

24
! B3(·! 1

2
) ! B3(· + 1

2
)

1

# pdf

.

(n0 + &0)

(2)
$

23

24
! ((B0(·! 1

2
) + B0(· + 1

2
)) # p)(n0 + &0)

(24)
=

23

24
!

2
!

n=!2

c#n0+n(B3(&0 ! n ! 1

2
) + B3(&0 ! n + 1

2
)).

11Note that according to the last line the coefficients c!0 or c!N+1 might be required. From the initial conditions it follows that

c!0 = z1c
!

1 and c!N+1 = z1c
!

N .
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This leads to the expression

E(n0) =
23

24
+ &0( + &2

0µ/2 + &3
0'/3 !

c#n0!2 + 24c#n0!1 + 46c#n0
+ 24c#n0!1 + c#n0!2

48
. (31)

By comparing the local minima and choosing that n0 for which (31) is minimal, we obtain the

global minimum and its corresponding robust mean f0 = n0 + &0.

Note that the virtual shift decoding requires a larger computational effort compared to local

linear decoding. However, the effort scales with the number of channels and the compensation

for the quantization effect is less relevant for large numbers of channels, e.g., if 256 intensities

are encoded in 32 channels. Hence, we recommend the use of virtual shift decoding for channel

smoothing with only a few channels (high noise variance) and to use local linear decoding for

channel smoothing with many channels (low noise variance). The whole algorithm for channel

smoothing is summarized in Fig. 12.

IV. COMPARISON TO OTHER APPROACHES

In this section we compare channel smoothing to well-established methods for robust smoothing.

A. Other Approaches to Robust Smoothing

We chose the following methods for comparison: diffusion filtering, bilateral filtering, and the

mean-shift method. All three methods are briefly explained in the supplemental material to this

paper [35]. For initial comparison, we depict results obtained by all methods in Fig. 5.12

Besides the afore mentioned methods, there exist several other approaches for non-linear

smoothing which are more or less related to robust statistics. One of these approaches is

wavelet shrinkage [36] and it has been shown for 1D signals that one-scale Haar wavelet

shrinkage is equivalent to one diffusion step with a suitable diffusivity [37]. Apparently, there

is a connection between wavelet shrinkage and robust techniques, see for example [38], where

a wavelet decomposition according to a hybrid loss function (L2 near the origin and L1 in the

periphery, the Huber-norm) is applied. However, the exact relation between multi-scale wavelet

shrinkage (as a whole) and robust smoothing still remains unclear. In addition, wavelet shrinkage

12The width of the error norm (edge-stopping function) applied in diffusion filtering can be widened or longer diffusion times

can be used, to make the outliers ’vanish’. Actually, the outliers never vanish – at best they are averaged with the background.
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1) Choose a number N of channels according to the noise variance

2) Transform the feature value range to [1.5, N ! 0.5] or, if periodic, to [0, N)

3) Encode the feature into channels using (9) (and if periodic (10)); in practice:

i. m = round(f), fm = f ! m

ii. cm!1 = (fm ! 0.5)2/2

iii. cm = 0.75 ! (fm)2

iv. cm+1 = (fm + 0.5)2/2

v. cn = 0 for n /% {m ! 1, m, m + 1}

4) Average each channel with a suitable averaging filter

5a) If N is large, apply (13) to decode the result

5b) Otherwise start virtual shift decoding for each channel vector:

i. Apply recursive filtering (18–22) resp. DFT filtering (23) to the channel vector

ii. Calculate &(n0) according to (27–30) and E(n0) according to (31)

iii. Select nm = argminE(n0) and return nm + &(nm) (if periodic modulo N) as

decoded the value

6) Transform the decoded result to original interval

Fig. 12. Algorithm of channel smoothing

on 2D orientation data has, to the best of our knowledge, not appeared in the literature so far.

Therefore, we exclude wavelet shrinkage from the subsequent discussions and experiments.

In our experiment below (Sec. IV-C), we will apply the four methods in the case of robust

orientation smoothing, which is non-trivial due to the periodic topology of orientation space

[39], [40], [41]. For diffusion filtering, a standard technique is to diffuse the two components

of an orientation vector field separately and to renormalize the vectors afterwards. Although

this approach theoretically violates the semi-group property and might destroy the topology of

orientation data [42], the results are sufficiently accurate if the normalization is applied repeatedly

between sufficiently short diffusion times [39]. More theoretically sound methods make use of

the Levi-Civita connection [43], [44] and the metric imposed by the manifold [45], but these

methods are slower than component-wise diffusion and the accuracy gain is neglectable in most
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Fig. 13. Outlier treatment by channel smoothing. The curves in the plots at the middle and at the bottom show the error (5)

of the corresponding estimates. If the outlier is sufficiently different from the surrounding values (top left), channel smoothing

picks either the outlier value (solid line and dotted line in the middle) or the surrounding values (dashed line in the middle).

The boundary case is obtained for a filter coefficient of 1

2
at the origin (dash-dotted line). The bold line shows the trajectory of

the global minimum error depending on the smoothing kernel. The ordinate corresponds to the decoded value and the abscissa

to the residual error. If the outlier is too similar to the surrounding values (top right), channel smoothing corresponds to a

weighted averaging and the global minimum can be placed anywhere between 2.5 and 4.5 (plot at the bottom). The minimum

error trajectory is a smooth curve.

cases. In addition, we want to be able to weight the orientation vectors. Therefore, we stick to

the standard technique of smoothing the two components.

B. Theoretic Comparisons on Outlier Treatment and Computational Complexity

Although all four afore mentioned methods implement robust smoothing, they behave differ-

ently concerning outliers. Assuming a signal like the one in Fig. 13, top left, and considering

the value at the position 5, i.e., the outlier position, we observe different options for the result

of robust smoothing:

case r:outlier remains unchanged
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case l: value is moved to the closest local minimum after averaging

case g:value is moved to the global minimum after averaging

case s:outlier is replaced with average of surrounding values

The different methods lead to the results indicated in Tab. I.

TABLE I

DIFFERENT TREATMENT OF OUTLIERS FOR THE FOUR METHODS UNDER COMPARISON. ABBREVIATIONS: DIFFUSIVITY

FUNCTION (DF), BACKGROUND (BG), FEATURE DOMAIN WINDOW (FW), EPANECHNIKOV KERNEL (EK), ERROR

FUNCTION (EF), AVERAGING KERNEL VALUE AT ORIGIN (AK).

method condition case

diffusion gradient outside DF r

diffusion gradient inside DF l

bilateral BG outside FW r

bilateral BG inside FW l

mean-shift BG outside EK r

mean-shift BG inside EK l

channel BG outside EF & AK > 0.5 r

channel BG outside EF & AK < 0.5 s

channel BG inside EF & AK > 0.5 l

channel BG inside EF & AK < 0.5 g

The different behaviors concerning outliers also influence the behavior in case of noise cut-off

due to the finite range of the image data. Modeling Gaussian noise with cut-off as a combination

of Gaussian noise and (less than 50%) outliers allows the assumption that the visual impression

of the image contrast is hardly affected by channel smoothing due to correct outlier removal.

In the case of the other three methods, changes of contrast are visible. However, a thorough

investigation of this behavior is out of the scope of this paper.

The aim of approximation methods is to obtain an accurate result with low computational

complexity. Hence, a complexity analysis (for the case of periodic features as applied in Sect. IV-

C) of all four methods is essential in the comparison of the methods. The computational

complexities are summarized in Tab. II.

In all cases, except for extremely narrow error functions (i.e., many channels), channel smooth-

ing is the fastest method. Moreover, channel smoothing can easily be implemented on a parallel
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TABLE II

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE FOUR METHODS UNDER COMPARISON IN FLOPS, WHERE Ns IS THE SPATIAL SIZE

OF THE KERNEL, K IS THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS, E{Ni} IS THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR MEAN-SHIFT

[46] (TYPICALLY BETWEEN 2 AND 20), AND Ni IS THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR DIFFUSION. GCPP IS THE

ABBREVIATION FOR ’GENERAL COMPLEXITY PER PIXEL’, TCPP FOR ’TYPICAL COMPLEXITY PER PIXEL’ IN THOUSAND

OPERATIONS.

method GCPP parameters TCPP

mean-shift 27N2
s E{Ni} Ns ! [7, 13] 2.5 – 100

bilateral 18N2
s Ns ! [15, 36] 4 – 25

diffusiona 90Ni Ni ! [20, 200] 2 – 20

channelb 54K + 23 K ! [5, 20] 0.3 – 1.2

aanisotropic, non-linear diffusion, separable Sobel filters

bseparable smoothing kernel built from four-fold cascaded box filters implemented as moving average

computer, since no data dependencies occur. On parallel systems with parallel, shared memory

access13, the time complexity of channel smoothing scales down with the number of paral-

lel processors. However, channel smoothing is more memory consuming than the other three

methods.

C. Robust Orientation Smoothing Experiment

In this experiment, we compared the four methods for the application of orientation smoothing.

The orientation itself is extracted from the test images in two ways: By central differences14

and by the Riesz transform [47]. The orientation ) is represented in double angle representation

[48], [49] o(x) = exp(i2)(x)) to avoid problems with the directional sense.15 The double angle

representation of the gradient orientation is weighted by setting |o| to the gradient magnitude

og(x) =
(#xf(x) + i#yf(x))2

|#xf(x) + i#yf(x)|
(32)

13The simultaneous memory access is guaranteed to be conflict-free for channel smoothing.

14We made use of the gradient function of Matlab.

15Averaging the double angle representation is equivalent to tensor averaging [39].
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and the Riesz orientation is weighted by setting |o| to the sine magnitude of the local phase

(| sin *|) [50]

or(x) =
q(x)2

|q(x)|
/

p(x)2 + |q(x)|2
, (33)

where p is the DC-free original signal and q is the Riesz transform [47] of the signal. Note

that in contrast to the other three methods, which directly smooth the complex functions og(x)

and or(x), channel smoothing is applied to the double angle directly. The orientation angle is

channel encoded and the weighting is used to pre-weight the channel vectors, cf. [51] for a

similar experiment on multiple orientation estimation.

Our test signals are constructed to contain (orientation) discontinuities and outliers. We chose

synthetic patterns in order to have access to ground truth. The patterns contain orientation steps at

different angles, different curvatures, different intensities, different local frequencies, and different

phase-differences, see Fig. 14, upper left, for one instance.16 The ground truth of all images is

the same and it is depicted in Fig. 14, upper right.

In order to test the methods under various noise conditions, we added Gaussian noise of

different variance and different amounts of Salt & Pepper noise to the test patterns. One of these

instances can be found in Fig. 14. In total, we used 256 different instances of the test pattern.

For each test pattern, the orientation was extracted according to (32) and (33). We then

applied the four different methods with varying parameters, minimizing the mean orientation

error according to [52]:

") = cos!1

$

2

(

w(x) cos2()m(x) ! )t(x))
(

w(x)

%

, (34)

where )m and )t indicate the estimated orientation and the ground truth, respectively, and w(x)

is the index function in Fig. 14 (middle left). The orientation errors are documented in Fig. 15

and Fig. 16.

The parameter optimization has been performed by a multi-grid brute-force search. For bi-

lateral filtering and mean-shift filtering, we optimized with respect to spatial and range-domain

width; in the case of diffusion filtering with respect to the number of iterations and width of the

edge-stopping function. The minimum error of each method and each test image was used for

16A high-dimensional random vector determines intensity, frequency, and phase.
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Fig. 14. Upper left: one instance of the test pattern. Upper right: ground truth orientation, encoded in gray levels. Middle left:

index where the estimate and the ground truth are compared. Middle right: one instance of a test pattern with 1% Salt & Pepper

noise and Gaussian noise of variance 0.01. Bottom left: raw orientation estimate from the gradient of the noisy image. Bottom

right: raw orientation estimate from the Riesz transform of the noisy image.

the comparison. For channel smoothing we optimized a linear model for the number of channels

and the width of the smoothing kernel, i.e., our comparison favors the other methods.

From the experiments we draw the following conclusions:

• Methods based on the Riesz transform are better than those based on the gradient. In the

Riesz transform all frequencies are weighted in the same way, which means that it is the

optimal choice for white noise.

• For the gradient data, channel smoothing and diffusion filtering result in comparably good

estimates, the difference of 0.4% is hardly significant for 256 test images. One exception is

the case of very low Gaussian noise, cf. separate discussion further below.
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Fig. 15. Result of the comparison using gradient data. Top: Error depending on the amount of Gaussian noise. Bottom: Error

depending on the amount of Salt & Pepper noise.

• For gradient data, bilateral filtering and mean-shift filtering perform significantly poorer

than diffusion filtering and channel smoothing.

• For the Riesz transform data, the situation changes. All four methods lie closer together.

Channel smoothing performs clearly the best, whereas diffusion filtering and bilateral fil-

tering result in equivalently good estimates. Again, mean-shift filtering produces the worst

estimate.

As pointed out above, diffusion filtering behaves differently for very low Gaussian noise and

high Gaussian noise. The reason for this different behavior is the treatment of outliers. For low
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Fig. 16. Result of the comparison using Riesz transform data. Top: Error depending on the amount of Gaussian noise. Bottom:

Error depending on the amount of Salt & Pepper noise.

Gaussian noise diffusion, filtering does not affect the Salt & Pepper noise, see Sect. IV-B. For

larger amounts of Gaussian noise, the diffusion process ’catches’ the outlier and averages it with

the rest of the data in the neighborhood. The effective diffusivity function is virtually convolved

with the Gaussian distribution and the outlier falls into the resulting broader support.

Nevertheless, our consideration of outlier treatment from Sect. IV-B was confirmed by the

low Gaussian noise case. We extracted the orientation error of the smoothed gradient orientation

for the cases of Gaussian noise with variance 0 and 0.005 as a function of the amount of Salt &

Pepper noise. We fitted a line to the data of each method and compared the slopes. In the ideal
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data dependency

gradient data 0.85

bilateral filtering 0.90

diffusion filtering 0.97

channel smoothing 0.33

mean-shift filtering 0.98

TABLE III

DEPENDENCY ON SALT & PEPPER NOISE. THE NUMBERS INDICATE THE SLOPE OF THE FITTED LINE IN DEGREES PER

PERCENTAGE SALT & PEPPER NOISE. WHEREAS CHANNEL SMOOTHING REDUCES THE DEPENDENCY SIGNIFICANTLY, THE

OTHER THREE METHODS DO NOT IMPROVE THE INDEPENDENCE. DUE TO THE RELATIVELY SMALL AMOUNT OF SAMPLES

(32 IMAGES), THE DIFFERENCES OF THE OTHER THREE METHODS ARE NOT SIGNIFICANT.

case, the slope should be zero, meaning that all outliers had been removed without affecting the

other values. However in practice, none of the methods except for channel smoothing reduced

the dependency of the error on the outliers, see Tab. III.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have established an equivalence between robust smoothing and channel

smoothing. We have derived the robust error norm that corresponds to the simplest case of

channel decoding, showing that it is very similar to Tukey’s function. We have presented an

exhaustive experiment on orientation smoothing which confirms the theoretical considerations.

A main benefit of this equivalence is the decrease of computational complexity by one to

two orders compared to three well-known methods of robust smoothing: diffusion filtering,

bilateral filtering, and mean-shift filtering. Furthermore, the results from channel smoothing are

comparable and in many cases better than those of the other three approaches, since channel

smoothing searches for the global minimum of the robust error norm and not for the closest

local minimum. A further fundamental advantage is the capability of the channel representation

to encode features in a non-linear space, e.g., periodic spaces. Finally, channel smoothing is

extremely simple to implement, even on a parallel architecture.

We come to the conclusion that linear averaging of B-spline channels is a good, efficient, and

simple way to implement robust smoothing which is superior to diffusion filtering, bilateral
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filtering, and mean-shift filtering in many cases. Nevertheless there may be applications or

computer architectures where one of the other methods is better suited.
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